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Summary
When acquiring born-digital materials, archivists often must extract digital materials from media in ways that
reflect the rich metadata associated with records and ensure records’ integrity. They must also allow users to
make sense of materials and understand their context, while preventing inadvertent disclosure of sensitive
data. There are methods and strategies from the field of digital forensics that can aid this work. This paper
discusses the development and application of digital forensics tools to improve the acquisition, management
and access functions of archives. It reports on the BitCurator project, which is identifying current and
desirable workflows of several archival institutions, as well as developing and testing tools to support the
workflows. Incorporation of digital forensics methods also will be essential to the sustainability of archives
as stewards of personally identifying information. There are a variety of potential changes within the
archival profession that are associated with adopting digital forensics tools and practices.

Introduction
Materials with archival value are now predominantly “born digital,” and archivists have unprecedented
opportunities to acquire and preserve traces of human and associated machine activity. In order to seize
these opportunities, archivists must be able to extract digital materials from their storage or transfer media in
ways that reflect the metadata and ensure the integrity of the materials. They must also support and mediate
appropriate access: allowing users to make sense of materials and understand their context, while also
preventing inadvertent disclosure of sensitive data. There are a variety of methods, strategies and
applications from the field of digital forensics that can aid this work.

Applying Archival Principles to Born-Digital Acquisitions
Three fundamental archival concepts are provenance, original order and chain of custody. The provenance
of a record is its “life history.” Although the concept had precedents in the archival writing and practices of
several countries of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries,1 the first widely recognized
articulation of the principle of provenance—called respect des fonds—was in France in 1841.2
For purposes of describing archival collections, one of the most important aspects of provenance is the
identification of one or more origins or sources of a record (for example, the person who wrote a diary entry
or the specific business transaction that generated a receipt). However, provenance more broadly “consists of
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the social and technical processes of the records’ inscription, transmission, contextualization, and
interpretation which account for its existence, characteristics, and continuing history.”3 According to the
principle of provenance, records from a common origin or source should be managed together as an
aggregate unit and should not be arbitrarily intermingled with records from other origins or sources.
The etymology of the term provenance is from the Old French, meaning origin or cause.4 There are
many different interactions with records that are important to document, in order to understand the records’
origins and “life history” (e.g., those who influenced the creation of the records, those who received them,
custodians who transformed them over time), not simply one isolated moment of creation. These
considerations illustrate the importance of provenance not only as the source of a record but also as a
“history of the ownership . . . used as a guide to authenticity or quality” and “a documented record of this”
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history. Given the complex and evolving relationships between entities (e.g., people, agencies) and records,
provenance is not simply a matter of identifying the one person who created a record at a point in time but
instead “relate[s] a multitude of contextual entities to a multitude of recordkeeping entities in a multitude of
ways.”6 In digital environments, it can be important to consider provenance at levels of granularity finer
than an entire record, such as why a specific data element appears within a dataset and where specifically the
data element was generated; 7 and to include additional technical components in one’s notion of provenance,
such as system configuration information.8
Closely related to provenance is the principle of original order, which indicates that archivists should
organize and manage records in ways that reflect their arrangement within the creation environment. The
concept of original order had some precedent in archival writings of late-nineteenth-century Italy, 9 but it was
most strongly influenced by Prussian archival practice in the late nineteenth century.10 Its most widely
recognized articulation within the context of archival description was the Manual for the Arrangement and
Description of Archives—known as the “Dutch Manual”—which was originally published in 1898 and first
published in English translation in 1940.11 For personal records, the principle of original order implies that
archivists should carry forward (either by perpetuating or attempting to reconstruct) the peculiar ways in
which individuals label and organize their own records.
There are two primary motivations for retaining original order:
• It “preserves existing relationships and evidential significance that can be inferred from the context of
the records.” 12 This supports what Hugh Taylor calls “authentic pattern recognition.”13
• It “exploits the record creator’s mechanisms to access the records, saving the archives the work of
creating new access tools.”14
A compelling argument for retaining original order in a digital environment is that—even if that order is
messy and idiosyncratic—it conveys meaningful information about the recordkeeping context, and additional
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layers of description can be laid on top of that order to facilitate various forms of navigation and access.
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However, rather than simply “freezing or restoring one particular past arrangement as ‘the’ original order,” 16
original order is most usefully understood within the context of a larger, ongoing chain of custody.
The chain of custody is the “succession of offices or persons who have held materials from the moment
they were created.”17 For purposes of legal compliance, authenticity, evidential integrity, and legal
admissibility, the ideal recordkeeping system would provide “an unblemished line of responsible custody”18
through control, documentation, and accounting for all states of a record and changes of state (e.g.,
movement from one storage environment to another, transformation from one file format to another)
throughout its existence—from the point of creation to each instance of use and (when appropriate)
destruction.
The reality of contemporary information management is rarely consistent with the recordkeeping ideal.
In most cases, the best that an information professional can do is to capture or create limited documentation
of the portion of the chain of custody that occurred before he/she first encountered the records, and then
attempt to provide much more detailed chain of custody control and documentation from that point forward.
For example, an archivist acquiring a floppy disk containing records from a donor often will not know with
certainty what the states and transitions of the records were before they were last saved onto that disk, but
she can use various forms of information (e.g., other records, discussions with the donor) to make inferences
about earlier points in the “life” of the records. Tom Nesmith points out that archivists’ knowledge about
various aspects of the “origins of a record” are “bathed in hypothesis.”19
Archivists must increasingly apply their professional principles to collections composed – in whole or in
part – of born-digital materials. Among other activities, this includes moving records that are stored on
removable media into more sustainable preservation environments. This can involve media that are already
in their holdings (e.g. disks stored in boxes along with paper materials), as well as materials that they are
acquiring for the first time from individual donors or other producers.
The literature on digital archives tends to place a great emphasis on the “virtual” (i.e. intangible) nature
of electronic resources. Computer systems have “an illusion of immateriality by detecting error and
correcting it,”20 but it is essential to recognize that digital objects are created and perpetuated through
physical things (e.g. charged magnetic particles, pulses of light, holes in disks). This materiality brings
challenges, because data must be read from specific artifacts, which can become damaged or obsolete.
However, the materiality of digital objects also brings unprecedented opportunities for description,
interpretation and use.21
If records are “persistent representations of activities or other occurrents,” it is important to recognize
that one “can expect to find representations at many different levels.”22 These are not just levels in the
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functional hierarchy of records but also levels of representation. Digital records can be considered and
encountered at multiple levels of representation, ranging from aggregations of records down to bits as
physically inscribed on a storage medium; each level of representation can provide distinct contributions to
the information and evidential value of records.23 There is a substantial body of information within the
underlying data structures of computer systems that can often be discovered or recovered, revealing new
types of records or essential metadata associated with existing record types.
Recovery of data from physical media has been a topic of discussion in the professional library and
archives literature for several years. More than a decade ago, a report by Seamus Ross and Ann Gow
discussed the potential relevance of advances in data recovery and digital forensics to collecting
institutions.24 More recently, there has been an active stream of literature related to the use of forensic tools
and methods for acquiring and managing digital collections.25 A project called “Computer Forensics and
Born-Digital Content in Cultural Heritage Collections” hosted a symposium and generated a report,26 which
provided significant contributions to this discussion. The Born Digital Collections: An Inter-Institutional
Model for Stewardship (AIMS) project developed a framework for the stewardship of born-digital materials
that includes the incorporation of digital forensics methods.27 The Digital Records Forensics project has also
articulated a variety of connections between the concepts of digital forensics and archival science.28

Forensic Tools and Methods to Support Archival Functions
Access to data from a storage device normally involves mounting a volume and then copying or opening files
through the file system. There must be hardware to detect signals on the medium, hardware and software to
translate the signals into bitstreams, and hardware and software to move the bitstreams into the current
working computer environment. One can then interact with data as entire files or components of files. The
filesystem usually plays a mediating role between the user and the underlying data, and it is designed to
facilitate interaction at the file level (e.g. file naming, viewing timestamps, access controls). The filesystem
serves to “hide” complicated information from the user about “where and how it stores information.”29 For
most purposes, the filesystem is a very valuable abstraction mechanism, because it does not require users to
understand or directly access the underlying data.
Those who are interested in the underlying data that is hidden by the filesystem can instead generate and
interact with disk images, which are low-level, sector-by-sector copies of all the data that resides on the
storage medium. Inspection of the disk image can reveal a significant amount of information that users of the
drive did not consciously or intentionally leave there, but can serve as traces of valuable contextual
information.30 Forensic workflows often involve creation of a disk image to serve as a baseline copy of the
data from the disk, upon which many further extraction and analysis tasks can be performed. Digital
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forensics professionals use hardware write blockers to ensure that no data on the disk – including essential
metadata such as timestamps – are altered or overwritten during the process of copying the disk’s contents.
Archives can incorporate a variety of forensics practices and methods by treating disk images, rather than
individual files or packaged directories, as basic units of acquisition.31 Using write blockers, creating full
disk images and extracting data associated with files is essential to ensuring provenance, original order and
chain of custody. Incorporation of digital forensics methods also will be essential to the sustainability of
archives as stewards of personally identifying information; the same tools that are used to expose sensitive
information can be used to identify, flag and redact or restrict access to it.

Emerging Emphasis on Personal Archives
Much of the recent innovation in the application of digital forensics to archives has been undertaken within
the context of acquiring personal archives, as opposed to institutional records.32 Personal papers and
manuscripts have long been part of the archival profession’s charge, but their status has often been
ambiguous. There has been much debate in the archival literature over the status of both non-institutional
records and the “manuscripts tradition” more generally.33 This tension has been addressed most explicitly in
a special issue of Archives and Manuscripts in 1996 on “Personal Recordkeeping: Issues and Perspectives.”34
Practical guidance and empirical findings about the archival treatment of personal papers and
manuscripts has tended to be underrepresented in the published professional literature. This has been
particularly true in the last several decades, as notions of evidential value, recordkeeping systems, and
institutional accountability have driven much of the research. In 2006, Toby Burrows lamented, “Though the
range of issues relating to personal electronic archives has been relatively well-documented, there is as yet
little in the way of systematic investigation of solutions and approaches.” 35 However, there has been a
recent influx of publications in the archival literature related to personal archives, with much of the focus
being on born-digital records created by individuals.

BitCurator
The BitCurator project is a joint effort—led by the School of Information and Library Science at the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (SILS) and Maryland Institute for Technology in the Humanities
(MITH), and involving contributors from several other institutions—to develop a system for librarians and
archivists that incorporates the functionality of many digital forensics tools.36
Digital forensics offers valuable methods that can advance the archival goals of maintaining authenticity,
describing born-digital records and providing responsible access.37 However, most digital forensics tools
were not designed with archival objectives in mind. The BitCurator project is attempting to bridge this gap
through engagement with digital forensics, library and archives professionals, as well as dissemination of
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tools and documentation that are appropriate to the needs of memory institutions. Much BitCurator activity
is translation and adaptation work, based on the belief that archivists will benefit from tools that are
presented in ways that use familiar language and run on platforms that archivists can support.
BitCurator – and the efforts of many of the project partners – also aim to address two fundamental needs
of archives that are not priorities for digital forensics industry software developers:
(1) Incorporation into the workflows of archives and libraries, e.g. supporting metadata conventions,
connections to existing content management system (CMS) environments. This includes exporting
forensic data in ways that can then be imported into archival descriptive systems, as well as
modifying forensics triage techniques to better meet the needs of archivists.
(2) Provision of public access to the data. The typical digital forensics scenario is a criminal
investigation in which the public never gets access to the evidence that was seized. By contrast,
archives that are creating disk images face issues of how to provide access to the data. This includes
not only access interface issues, but also how to redact or restrict access to components of the image,
based on confidentiality, intellectual property or other sensitivities.
Two groups of external partners are contributing to BitCurator: a Professional Expert Panel (PEP) of
individuals who are at various stages of implementing digital forensics tools and methods in their collecting
institution contexts, and a Development Advisory Group (DAG) of individuals who have significant
experience with development of software. The core project team met with the PEP in December of 2011 and
the DAG in January of 2012 to discuss the design assumptions and goals of the project. We have also
received comments and suggestions from individuals in a variety of organizational settings. These various
forms of input have helped us to refine the project’s requirements and clarify the goals and expectations of
working professionals.
The project is packaging, adapting and disseminating a variety of open-source applications. Rather than
developing everything from scratch, BitCurator is able to benefit from numerous existing open-source tools,
many of which are now quite mature.38 The goal is to provide a set of tools that can be used together to
perform archival tasks but can also be used in combination with many other existing and emerging
applications.

Conclusion
As archivists take on the curation of born-digital materials such as floppy disks found in boxes and new
acquisitions on media such as hard drives and flash drives, they are now learning and applying many
methods that have been used within digital forensics for many years. Digital forensics tools and methods
hold great promise for enhancing and improving the work practices of archivists who are responsible for
digital records.
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There are a variety of changes within the archival profession that are implied by the above trend. First,
the professional vocabulary of archivists is evolving to now include terms such as disk image, hex[adecimal]
viewer, cryptographic hash, and filesystem. Second, archivists are gaining access to new professional
communities and sources of guidance, e.g. papers from the annual Digital Forensics Research Workshop and
instructions from gaming enthusiasts about how to create, read and mount disk images of old storage media.
The first and second points are closely related; having the right vocabulary can open up many new
mechanisms for learning and sharing information.
A third change in the archival profession comes from the use of tools that were designed to treat data at a
very low level – as raw bitstreams off media – rather than treating data at the file level. Archivists have long
argued that the essential content, structure and context elements of an electronic record can reside in multiple
data sources and not just in a single file.39 Digital forensics greatly enables such thinking; for example, it
allows archivists to bypass the filesystem and read data as a raw stream to be decomposed into records as
appropriate.
Finally, the introduction of digital forensics into archives has the potential to shift the “center of gravity”
about electronic records in the archival literature from the design of institutional recordkeeping systems
toward the acquisition and management of records from a much more diverse and unpredictable set of
sources.
The intersection between digital forensics and archives can be characterized as a “trading zone” that
resides between different streams of activity.40 Actors from different streams of activity can agree to use a
common set of terms, concepts and methods in order to share ideas and coordinate their work, even if they
still hold dramatically different worldviews, values or assumptions of their own responsibilities. It is likely
that fundamental elements of digital forensics language and practice will ultimately become so embedded in
the archival enterprise that archivists no longer perceive them as being borrowed from elsewhere; they will
simply be part of what archivists do. As archivists develop new methods and tools that are based on
forensics building blocks, hopefully they will also be to make contributions to the field of digital forensics
that it can ultimately adopt as established practice. However, it is also likely that the frontiers of digital
forensics archival research will continue to develop independently, based on distinct values, mandates and
constraints. There is the potential for creative and well-informed translation work across the two streams for
many years ahead.
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